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A\method of labeling individual mammalian
chromosomes in mitotic cells or in interphase
cells tfcy in situ hybridization with
chromosomes^specif ic probes, to produce a

chromos ome - s^sec i f ic signal.

A method of labeling individual human
chromosomes in mitoti^cells or in interphase
cells by in situ hybridization with
chromosome - specif ic probeX to produce a

chromosome - spec i fic signal. ^\T£^

A method of producing highly specific
decoration of an individual human target
chromosome, comprising in situ suppression
hybridization of labeled DNA probes, wtNich are
chromosome specific, to DNA in human mitotic
cells or in human interphase cell. \^

A method of Claim 3^ wherein the DNA probes are
selected from the group consisting of total
recombinant library DNA, DNA inserts purified
from a chr omo s ome - de r ive d recombinant DNA
library, and specific DNA fragments derived
from chromosomes.

A method of Claim X, wherein
probes are select64'"'rrora the

of: DNA probes labele\ with

the labeled DNA

group consisting

at least one
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fra^ochrome; DNA probes labeled with at least
one nie^er of a specific binding pair; and DNA
probes labV^ed with an enzyme.

A method of Claim^l wherein the fluorochrorae
is selected from the\r OUp consisting of
fluorescein, rho(bmine^STex^ red, Lucifer
yellow, phycobiliproteins\v? cyanin dyes and
the member of a specific binding pair is
b io t in .

A method of assessing chromosome aberrations in
human cells by chromosomal in situ suppression
hybridization. \

are selected fro>

metaphase cells

cells

.

fherein the human cells

tsj.sting of

"las e

A method of detecting chromosome aberrations in
human aneuploid cells\ comprising
a) combining

1) the human aneupl\oid cells, treated so
as to render nucleic\acid sequences
present available foAhjjb r i diza t ion with
complementary nucleic \<Md sequences; and
2) a hybridization mixture comprising
labeled human DNA derived from a specific
chromosome; competitor DNA; and nonhuman
genomic DNA, under conditions appropriate
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for hybr idiza\ion of complementary nucleic
acid sequences c*^ occur; and

b) detecting labeled hura^n DNA derived from the
specific chromosome hybrio\ized to nucleic acid
sequences from the aneuploi\ cells

.

A method of Claim 9^ wherein th\ aneuploid
cells are human tumor cells

method of /Cl\im lp , in which the human tumor
cells ^re^sjele^^dirom the group consisting
of: metaph\se ce^l^T^P^o^Uia s e cells and
interphase cells.

A method of Claim 10, therein the human tumor
cell is a human glioma \ell.

A method of detecting in Vi sample numerical
alterations in a human chAomosome present in
the sample, comprising:
a) combining

1) the sample, treatedYso as to render
nucleic acid sequences 4rJ|)Bnt in the
sample available for hybridization with
complementary nucleic aciVl sequences; and

2) a hybridization mixturA comprising
labeled human DNA derived from the

selected chromosome; competitor DNA; and
nonhuman genomic DNA, under conditions
appropriate for hyb r i diz a t i on\ o f
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Sypmp lement ary nucleic acid sequences to

ocVur ; and

b) detecting labeled DNA derived from the

selected chromosome hybridized to nucleic acid

sequences present in the sample.

A method of CiLaim 1-3, wherein the selected

human chromosome/fs selected from the group

consisting of trie following chromosomes:

13 , 18
#

21 , X an\i Y

.

A method of Claim \?' * wherein the selected

human chromosome irsAchromo s orae number 21 and

the labeled human DNa. derived from the selected

chromosome is DNA inserts purified from a

chromo s ome - de r ived recombinant DNA library.

A method of determining Wer - representation or

unde r - r ep r e s enta t ion of a\ selected chromosome

or a portion thereof in hu^nan tumor cells,

comprising the steps of:

a) combining

1) human tumor cells, tAeated so as to

render nucleic acid sequences present in

the cells available for hybridization with

complementary nucleic acid \sequences ; and

2) a hybridization mixture Comprising

labeled DNA fragments derived from a

selected chromosome; competitor DNA; and

nonhuman genomic DNA, under conditions

appropriate for hybridization
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complementa\v nucleic acid sequences to

occur; and \.

b) detecting labeled hmman chromosome-

specific DNA fragments^ hybridized to nucleic

acid sequences from the\tumor cells.

A method of identifying chromosome - spec i fic DNA

present in a selected mammalian chromosome,

compr is ing

:

a) combining the following substances:

1) the selected mammalian chromosome;

2) DNA fragments derived from the

selected mammalian chromosome

bearing a detectable label;

3) competitor DNA; and

4) carrier DNA,

under conditions appropriate for

hybridization of complementary nucleic

acid sequences to occur; to form a complex

of the DNA fragments bearing a detectable

label with the selected mammalian

chromosome; and

b) detecting complexes formed in step (a).

A method of Claim 1-T7< further comprising

isolation of chromosome-specific DNA in a

selected mammalian chromosome by separating the

selected complexes formed from the remaining

substances combined in step (a).


